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TABLE OF ACRONYMS 
Acronym Definition 

AC Alternating current 

AMI Advanced metering infrastructure  

AMR Automatic meter reading 

BMW Bavarian Motor Works 

California ISO California Independent System Operator 

CRAG Conservation Resource Advisory Group 

DCFC Direct current fast chargers 

DOL Washington State Department of Licensing 

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute 

EV Electric vehicle 

EVCI Electric vehicle charger incentive  

HB House bill 

IRP Integrated resource plan 

kW Kilowatt 

kWh Kilowatt per hour 

MW Megawatt 

OVGIP Open Vehicle-Grid Integration Platform 

PG&E Pacific Gas and Electric Company  

PSE Puget Sound Energy 

RFI Request for Information 

SOC State of charge 

UL Underwriters Labs  

WAC Washington Administrative Code 

WSDOT Washington State Department of Transportation 

WUTC Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Since the introduction of mass-market electric vehicles (EVs) in 2010, Puget Sound Energy (PSE) has been 
continually engaged with the EV market and EV drivers to understand how EVs may impact the electrical system, 
including the amount of power needed and when it will be needed. This is part of PSE’s role in ensuring that it can 
provide safe, efficient and affordable power to its customers, regardless of how that power is used. 
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Customers who are considering or have purchased EVs have been very engaged with PSE, proactively asking for 
information on EVs and what programs PSE can offer to help them as EV drivers. 

Driven by a desire to understand EV charging impacts in its own service area, PSE introduced the first customer-facing 
electric utility vehicle program in the Pacific Northwest in 2014. The program offered a $500 rebate to residential 
customers towards the purchase of a residential EV charger. The EV Charger Incentive (EVCI) program ran from 2014 
through 2017, and PSE approved 1,993 rebate applications. Customers participating in the program completed 
surveys about EV driving and charging behavior and allowed PSE to monitor home energy usage. Another primary 
goal of the program was to evaluate technologies that could be used for smart charging, in order to understand 
potential options for customers to utilize different charging times so that costs from incremental electric load could be 
minimized or renewable generation increased.  

At the time of this report, there are slightly over 13,000 EVs in PSE’s electric service territory1. This number is small, 
representing less than 0.5 percent of the total vehicles estimated on the roadways in PSE’s electric service territory2. 
However, the numbers have been growing rapidly since 2010, with EVs estimated to be 4 percent of new car and light 
truck sales in PSE’s electric service territory.  

This report’s data presents a comprehensive view of how residential customers charge their EVs. In most cases, 
customers plan to charge their EVs between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m. when they return home from their work day. This 
results in EV charging peaks coincident with the evening peak load on PSE’s electric system. In addition to home 
charging, customers also indicated that they planned to use public charging locations, as well as workplace charging 
locations. It is important to note that while customers may indicate that they charge at a specific time, charging is 
largely driven by need. Charging events are also dependent on battery capacity and daily driving distance. These 
variables contribute to differing charging behavior.  

Another key finding from the program was the size of the additional load that multiple EVs can create. Charging 
multiple EVs in one home demonstrates a higher peak than the normal peak in the same customer’s home. There are 
some concerns that simply shifting the peak for EVs to charge during an off-peak period may not be sufficient, as high 
penetration could simply create another peak outside of the normal system peak.  

One of the areas of interest in EVs is how they might be used to integrate variable renewable energy resources. The 
first order analysis in this report examined the coincidence of average normal charging times with average renewable 
energy generation. Overall, this analysis indicates that changing times of charging will be necessary to align charging 
times with renewable energy production. At this point, the ability or willingness of customers to align with these 
different times of charging is unknown, but will be an important area for future work. 

The impacts of EV charging in the near and mid-term are expected to be fairly low. The existing distribution system 
has capacity that can be used to support a significant amount of electrification, though local impacts of concentrated 
adoption should be monitored. Preventing EV charging at times of peak demand could serve to integrate even more 
EVs. 

As EV penetration grows, it will be important in utility infrastructure and customer programs to plan for evolving 
technology and technology companies. During the course of the program, technology advancements included: the 
costs of smart chargers falling from more than $4,000 each at the beginning of the program to less than $1,000 each, 
the introduction of wireless charging, and the announcement from automakers and charging manufacturers of higher-
powered charging in the future. Also during the course of the program, changes in technology markets led to the 

                                                
1 Washington State Department of Licensing Registry of EVs, June 2017 
2 Washington State Department of Licensing Registry of EVs, June 2017 
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financial failure of some charging networks, the change of platform technologies for other charging networks, the entry 
of companies into charging hardware and software, and the exit of some companies from charging hardware and 
software. What is certain is that there will be continued change in the technology markets. 

As PSE prepares for additional EVs in its service territory in the future, this work to develop a current baseline of 
customer charging behavior and technologies to change charging behavior is foundational. From this baseline, future 
PSE programs can affect how customers charge their electric vehicles to both meet customer needs for reliable 
charging, and meet energy systems needs to minimize costs of EV charging and prepare for a future with a high 
number of variable renewable energy sources. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report outlines the EVCI program from inception to completion. Driven by the need to better understand EV 
charging behavior and analyze the specific loads caused by integration of EVs into PSE’s electric system, the ultimate 
goal of this study is to ensure PSE’s system is prepared to accommodate future demand for EVs in western 
Washington.  

This report is divided into the following sections:  
 

• Description of the program 
• Data collection 
• Analysis and presentation of results 
• Impacts 
• Technology evaluation 
• Customer feedback and research 
• Options for the future 
• Appendices 

This report uses the data collected on vehicle charging to evaluate what impact electric vehicles may have on power 
needs in the future, how these power needs compare to existing power usage, and how the power needs of EVs 
compare to the output of renewable electricity generators. The report also discusses options and technology to 
influence the time at which people charge their EVs. These options could be used in future programs to influence when 
people charge their EV to minimize the cost of the power used to charge the vehicles or to maximize the integration of 
renewable generation. 

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 

This section is organized by program goals, regulatory framework, residential charging overview, rebate function and 
program outreach. 

Utility context 

When the EVCI program was first proposed in 2013, studies of the impacts of EVs were based on assumptions or only 
a few types of vehicles – both for PSE and for Washington State. For this reason, PSE pursued the adoption of a 
program that could assist the company to be responsive and proactive in planning for future load implications of a 
greater number of electric vehicles.  

At the same time, there were relatively few utilities in the industry that were also focused on similar EV research and 
limited data was available. At the time of program inception, it was thought that the additional load from EVs could 
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have a significant impact on peak demand, which could require new generating resources or traditional utility 
infrastructure. Through the EVCI program, PSE’s aim was to gather data which could inform planning for future 
programs, and explore potential options to encourage customers to shift their charging load to non-peak times.  

Goals  

The goals of the EV rebate program were to: 
 

• Collect data on how customers charge their EVs, including when they charge and how much energy they use. 
• Understand potential impacts charging patterns could have on the demand for electricity and the costs for 

supplying electricity for these vehicles. 
• Evaluate technologies that could be used for “smart charging”, i.e., influencing the time at which customers 

charge their vehicles so that costs from the incremental electric load from EVs could be minimized or 
renewable generation increased. 

Regulatory background and processes 

The EVCI program was originally filed with the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) on 
August 23, 2013, under Docket UE-131585. During the course of the proceedings, several changes were made to the 
original program to increase the amount of data collected and reduce the rebate amount. PSE and other parties 
agreed to these changes and the filing was updated. In addition, a petition (Docket UE-140626) to grant a waiver to 
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 480-100-223 was filed as part of the proceeding. 

Order 01 in UE-140626 was issued on April 30, 2014. A copy of the order is included as Appendix C. In the order, the 
WUTC determined that the waiver of WAC 480-100-223 was unnecessary. 

Consistent with Order 01 in UE-140626, PSE provided updates to the Conservation Resource Advisory Group (CRAG) 
in the Biennial Conservation Plan and in the Annual Compliance Report, as well as during several CRAG meetings. A 
summary of the requirements of the order is outlined below. These updates to the CRAG are included as Appendix G. 

During the course of the EVCI program, several other proceedings regarding EVs occurred. First, the Washington 
Legislature passed House Bill (HB) 1853 during the 2015 legislative session, which Governor Inslee signed into law on 
May 11, 2015. This law established a public purpose and financial incentive for utilities to pursue EV infrastructure.  
Second, Avista filed and received approval in April 2016 (Docket UE-160082) for a pilot program that includes 
residential, workplace and public charging.   

On June 24, 2016, the WUTC opened UE-160799 to discuss issues related to utility participation in EV charging 
programs, which had been raised in the Washington Legislature under HB 1853 during the 2015 legislative session.  
PSE filed comments in this Docket on August 16, 2016, and November 23, 2016. Numerous other parties also 
commented. 

On November 21, 2016, PSE filed to extend the EVCI program through April 1, 2017, in cooperation with WUTC staff. 
This prevented any interruption to the EVCI program while UE-160799 was being resolved. This case was assigned 
Docket UE-161156 and was heard on the consent agenda, thus extending the program at the November 10, 2016, 
Open Meeting. 

The WUTC issued a draft policy statement and opportunity to comment on January 17, 2017. PSE filed comments on 
the draft policy statement on March 31, 2017. The WUTC issued a final policy statement on June 14, 2017. 
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Residential charging overview 

Charging in residential settings typically consists of two options.   

Figure 1: EV charging options 

 

Level 1 (110V) is the standard residential wall outlet. All new vehicles are sold with a charger that can connect to a 
standard wall outlet. Dependent on battery capacity, the vehicle’s battery is typically replenished over 10 hours.  

Level 2 (220/240V) is connected to a higher voltage outlet typically used for conventional residential washers and 
dryers or hard-wired into a home. If a 220V outlet is located in the garage, the Level 2 vehicle charger can be 
connected directly to the outlet. If no higher voltage outlet exists in the garage, an electrician may be required to run 
additional wiring to support the charging. Level 2 chargers greatly reduce charging time; a vehicle is typically fully 
charged within four to six hours. 

For PSE’s EVCI program, customers were provided a $500 rebate after purchase of a Level 2 home charger. 

Outreach 

PSE connected with potential customers in several ways to encourage customer enrollment and participation in the 
rebate program. This section discusses customer communications, dealership outreach and online advertising. 

Customer communications 

PSE provided program updates to customers during the program via email. The 65 to 75 percent open rate for these 
emails was exceptionally high when compared to the PSE average, indicating the emails were well received by our 
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customers. EV customers in general showed high engagement and interest, with more than 75 percent of rebate 
customers indicating they would like to receive regular newsletters about EVs3  from PSE. 

Dealer outreach 

Automotive dealers are one channel for customers to receive information about EVs and requirements for ownership, 
although customers are becoming more research-savvy and relying more heavily on online information channels (see 
Customer Feedback & Research section). PSE’s outreach team developed a comprehensive list of all dealerships 
throughout PSE’s service territory and surrounding geography. The organization contacted a total of 71 dealers during 
spring 2015 and 2016, with most dealers being contacted twice, at a yearly interval. Each dealer was provided 
background on the charger rebate program and printed materials about the program they could provide to their 
customers. 

Some dealers were very enthusiastic about the program and contacted PSE to request program updates and 
additional materials, whereas other dealers did not offer EVs for sale at their locations. PSE communicated with 
dealers via email throughout the program to ensure they were updated regarding the status of the program and any 
relevant updates. 

Advertising  

PSE ran several online advertising campaigns throughout 2015, 2016 and 2017. These advertising campaigns were 
primarily display ads that were shown within PSE’s electric service territory, and keywords that would prioritize those 
advertisements when internet users in PSE’s electric service territory searched common words associated with EVs.  

In addition, PSE distributed informative flyers at corporate events and to dealerships. Examples of marketing collateral 
are shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 2: PSE EVCI program advertisements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 PSE customer research with rebate customers, 2017 
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Rebate program operations 

Applications for the $500 rebate were accepted online and through paper applications. Customers were required to 
submit a completed application form, a copy of their EV registration and a copy of the receipt for the purchase and/or 
installation of their Level 2 charger. A third party was used to verify the customers’ qualifications, process their rebates 
and dispense customer payments. 

PSE received 2,502 applications for the program; however, not all applicants were eligible for the rebate. The most 
common reasons for applicants not meeting the program qualifications were: 

1. The customer did not apply within one year of initial vehicle registration. In many cases, customers applied 
for rebates on used vehicles that were outside the one year age qualification for vehicles. 

2. The customer purchased a charger not certified by Underwriters Labs (UL) or an equivalent testing agency, 
which is a requirement typically required by electrical inspectors. 

3. The customer did not reside in PSE’s electric service territory and/or was a PSE gas-only customer 

PSE approved 1,993 rebates for the program.  

At the time of PSE’s filing with the WUTC in 2014, there were approximately eight vehicle models available to 
consumers, and by the end of the rebate program there were more than 25 models available. Customer applications 
were received for a variety of vehicle makes and models, and dispersed by brand and model. In addition, some 
vehicles were full battery electric, while others were a plug-in hybrid electric model. A summary of the approved vehicle 
models are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1. Almost 90 percent of the approved vehicles were in the top six types of 
approved vehicle makes and model. 

Figure 3: Top approved vehicle make and model 
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Table 1: Additional approved vehicle make and models 
 

Vehicle Make Vehicle Model Vehicle Make Vehicle Model 

Audi A3 E-Tron Hyundai Sonata 

BMW 330E Mercedes B-Class Electric 

BMW X5 Mitsubishi i-MiEV 

BMW i8 Porsche Cayenne 

Cadillac ELR Smart ForTwo 

Chevrolet Bolt Tesla Model S & Model X 

Chevrolet Spark Toyota Prius Prime 

Fiat 500E Toyota Rav4 EV 

Ford Fusion Volkswagen E-Golf 

Ford Focus Volvo XC90 

Ford CMax Zero DS13 

 
Customers could choose the charger they preferred from a list of qualified chargers that PSE maintained and regularly 
updated. The top five approved models selected by customers are shown in Figure 4 below. Tesla was the leading 
charger, although not the leading vehicle. This is because Tesla uses a proprietary connector, so only Tesla chargers 
were selected with Tesla vehicles. For other vehicles, consumers had a selection of many chargers due to 
interoperable connectors, so the charger selection was more varied.  

Figure 4: Top five approved charger models 
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Customer satisfaction 

PSE conducted a customer survey in March 2017 with the goal of understanding customer satisfaction with the rebate 
program along with EV behaviors. PSE distributed a customer survey to 528 approved rebate customers, and received 
299 responses equating to a 57 percent response rate. PSE also sent the survey to 119 customers that were not 
approved for the program and received 49 responses, resulting in a 41 percent response rate. Given the larger sample 
size and participation in the PSE rebate program, the results presented in the figures throughout this section relate 
only to customers who were approved for the rebate program. 

Customer feedback was generally positive regarding the EVCI program, with most negative feedback resulting from 
the processing time for rebates. PSE surveyed all customers that applied for a rebate, and feedback for those 
approved tended to be higher than those denied. As shown in Figure 5, 97 percent of approved applicants had positive 
to average experiences with the program. Applicants rated the ease of applying for the rebate the highest, and the 
speed of processing their application the lowest. The low rating for rebate processing speed could be due to rebates 
being processed by a third party vendor and taking up to 12 weeks to process. 

Approximately 98 percent of approved customers indicated that they would participate in another PSE electric vehicle 
program. 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Overall program experience for approved applicants 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Approved applicant rating on program elements 
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DATA COLLECTION 

One of the primary goals of PSE’s pilot program was to better understand EV charging behavior and help plan for 
potential electric system impacts. In doing so, data collection and analysis was a critical component to program 
operations. The data discussed in this section relates to residential Level 2 charging, as this was the focus of the 
study. PSE also attempted to identify customers who were charging using Level 1 charging in their residences, but 
found these customers were difficult to develop connections with, as they had no reason to contact or work with PSE.  

Throughout PSE’s service territory, energy usage from residential customers’ electric meters is typically stored once 
per day. PSE’s metering records the electric use of the entire house. While this provides information on overall load, it 
doesn’t illustrate the magnitude or time when EV charging takes place. To provide a more robust picture of vehicle 
charging behavior, PSE included a number of additional data collection methods in the program, as discussed in the 
following section. 

Data was collected from customers through various channels. This section discusses data collection methods during 
the program, including the initial customer survey, daily meter data, 15-minute meter data and eGauge data. 

Application survey 
When applying for the rebate program, PSE collected initial survey data from customers to measure several aspects of 
customer behavior, including their use of EVs, driving patterns and charging patterns. PSE also collected the types of 
EVs customers drove and the distance driven each day. 

Customers filled out a survey to report the daily anticipated driving distance of their EV and their current charging 
behavior. Table 2 shows the questions that were asked in the application survey. 

Table 2: Summary of initial survey information 
 

Information Collected in Initial Survey 

What date did you start using your charger? (mm/dd/yyyy) 

What time of day do you typically plan to start charging your EV? (AM/PM) 

How far do you plan to drive your EV each day? (miles) 

Which of the following charging locations do you plan to use? (Home, Work, Public Level 2, Public fast charger) 

Are you interested in learning more about PSE's Green Power and Energy Efficiency programs? (Y/N) 

 

Customers filled out the initial application survey and provided their email address as part of the application. See 
Appendix D for results from the application survey. PSE contacted groups of customers throughout the program in 
order to gather data around actual usage and satisfaction in the program.  

Meter data: daily interval 

PSE collected daily use data from customers’ residential electric meters for all customers in the program. PSE used 
daily data obtained from meter reads for some customers to determine if daily data could be used to identify customers 
who had acquired an EV. Working with DataRaker, a meter data analysis company, a group of EV customers were 
compared to PSE’s overall residential customers. The method analyzed how much the studied customers deviate from 
their past energy use to determine if there is a significant and sustained change in energy use. 
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Meter data: 15-minute interval 

PSE collected 15-minute interval data from the customers’ residential electric meter for customers in the program. In 
signing up for the rebate, customers acknowledged that PSE would collect additional information about their energy 
usage. In addition to collecting estimates from customers during program enrollment on when they would charge their 
EVs, capturing 15-minute interval data would allow PSE to better estimate when the EV charging load occurred at a 
home and potentially how large it was. Approximately 80 percent of rebate customers were placed on 15-minute 
interval data. 

In order to identify and use only the EV charging load within the 15-minute data, PSE conducted an exercise to 
determine whether the EV load could be identified from the whole house load for an individual meter. This exercise is 
described in detail in the technology evaluation section (page 28). 

eGauge data logger 

PSE used eGauge data loggers to evaluate charging behavior with further precision, in addition to the 15-minute 
interval data collection described above. eGauge data loggers directly measured customers’ EV charging along with 
total household load, and also if solar power was generated.  

eGauge is an energy monitoring system that has the ability to measure home energy usage and solar generation. The 
eGauge is usually installed near the power distribution panel of a building, where there is easy access to the power 
circuits to be measured. The eGauge is permanently connected to charging equipment, unless the customer chooses 
to discontinue monitoring. 

 

Figure 6: eGauge meter used during rebate program 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fifty customers were selected to participate in the eGauge data collection, with each customer representing a 
segment. These customers were segmented by daily driving distance and car type. Most customers had the eGauge 
meter installed in 2015, although some customers changed their residence causing alternate customers to be added to 
the sample in 2016 and 2017. 
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ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

One of the primary goals of the program was to develop an understanding of when and how customers charge their 
EVs. This analysis resulted in load curves which are quantitative estimates of the amount of energy used to charge 
EVs during each hour of the day. 

In following sections, the results of EV charging are compared to PSE’s normal system loads for electricity, as well as 
to the output of renewable electricity generators. 

The results of this analysis are considered both on the individual customer level as well as the entire residential 
customer base as a whole. The analyses include examining differences between customers, developing an aggregate 
load curve and energy usage for EV customers, and identifying how EV charging loads compare to PSE’s system 
loads and renewable electricity generation. Results were also considered on different time scales and in different 
seasons to determine what differences exist within these variables. 

During the project, PSE tried new types of data analysis to attempt to determine what daily and hourly data might be 
able to tell us about charging. These analyses were intended to seek new findings about charging behavior based 
solely on whole-house monitoring, without use of end-use data logging, which was also performed for this project. 
These analyses and results are reported here for completeness, even where the initial results of the new methods 
indicated that they were unlikely to have enough accuracy to be used in future programs. These learnings are 
important in continuing to refine understanding of charging, and how to track charging over time as the number of 
vehicles grows. 

The following sections describe these findings in more detail.  

Application survey 

The rebate application survey asked customers to report when they planned to charge their EVs, the number of miles 
they planned to drive daily and their planned charging location. This information was typically collected when a 
customer just purchased their vehicle. This information provided data that could be used to better understand charging 
and driving patterns, including when charging is planned and how much energy will be used. As shown in Figure 7, 67 
percent of customers reported they plan to charge their EVs from 5 p.m. through 8 p.m. 

Figure 7: Planned time of day for charging EV 
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As shown in Figure 8, 75 percent of customers answering this question reported they plan to drive their EVs 20 to 50 
miles per day, which is below the typical range of battery EV models. In addition to home charging, customers also 
indicated they planned to use public charging locations (Level 2 and Direct Current Fast Charging [DCFC]) and 
planned to use workplace charging. 
 

Figure 8: Planned miles driven per day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meter data: daily interval 

PSE engaged DataRaker, now part of Oracle, to determine if it was possible to differentiate how much daily energy 
customers with EVs used at their residences using daily meter readings. A set of 13 customers was initially selected in 
2014 to provide a range of data in the variety and type of vehicle purchased. 

For these customers, their daily electricity usage was compared during the same period in 2013 and 2014, selected to 
coincide with the date they bought their EV (according to their program application). This comparison was made 
around total household energy used and how the customer compared to the average of all residential customers 
(noted as usage factor in Figure 10). 

In Figure 9, the green line represents a customer’s daily house load in 2013, and the blue line is the load in 2014. The 
vertical red line represents when the customer reported they started using their EV. The 2014 line reveals that the 
whole house load did increase annually, however this does not coincide exactly with the date that the customer 
reported acquiring an EV. This deviation in the date versus the load change could be due the customer reporting an 
inaccurate date for their vehicle acquisition. 

Figure 9: Daily data: deviation in whole house load 
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This methodology was also normalized by comparing the customer to all residential customers, shown as the usage 
factor in Figure 10 below. Normalization was used to help minimize impacts of weather changes, as the entire group of 
customers was expected to increase or decrease usage in response to weather. This analysis shows a similar result, 
confirming that the change in load was most likely due to the addition of the EV. 

Figure 10: Daily data: usage factor normalization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This method was repeated for another 12 customers. Of the 13 total customers analyzed, only 7 showed a clear 
change in energy use from one year to the next that was likely caused by the addition of an EV. These findings are 
based on a relatively small number of customers. The analysis was performed on this small number of customers to 
determine if the method produced reliable results that would warrant increasing the number of customers analyzed. 
These indicative results on a small number of customers indicate that daily use data could identify some EVs, but may 
not be accurate over time. This indicates that other means, such as customer self-identification or vehicle registration 
data, will be required to determine where EVs are located over time. 

Meter data: 15-minute interval 
As part of the rebate program, customers acknowledged that PSE would be collecting 15-minute interval data on their 
whole home energy usage. Through this Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) interval data, PSE wanted to explore 
whether charging events could be detected, the magnitude of charging and the timing of events. This 15-minute data 
was taken at the whole house, and therefore does not distinguish between vehicle charging and other activities 
occurring in the house such as routine use of appliances. Often whole house loads are shown with hourly data, but this 
is presented at the 15-minute interval, and therefore data may appear lower than anticipated. In addition, it should be 
noted that the graphics in this section are illustrative and for individual customers, which will be different than load 
shapes presented in later sections. 

An example of interval metering data is shown in Figure 11 for a Tesla customer. In this case, there are distinct peaks 
in the interval data, which are likely charging events. Tesla batteries have a larger capacity and typically have a higher 
magnitude in charging events. For these reasons, these peak events shown in the data are likely to be charging 
events.  
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In addition, if the peaks are assumed to be charging events, this customer does not actually charge every day, taking 
an average of five days between charging events. This could also be accounted for by Tesla’s larger battery pack that 
has more than 200 miles of range. 

Figure 11: 2014 Tesla Model S 15-minute interval data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

In Figure 12, data from a customer with a 2015 Kia Soul EV is shown. The Kia Soul EV has approximately 100 miles of 
range in the battery, and therefore may not have as distinctive of peaks when viewed in interval meter data. In this 
case, it appears that there is a charging event on Sept. 7, 2016, at approximately 2 kilowatts per hour (kWh) and 
another event on Sept. 8, 2016, at 3.5 kWh. For this customer, there is more noise with the whole house load, and 
because charging events are lower in magnitude (in comparison to Tesla), it’s harder to detect significant events and 
have certainty that charging is occurring.  

In addition, if Sept. 7 and Sept. 8 are assumed to be charging events, this customer appears to charge their vehicle 
more frequently than the Tesla customer. 
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Figure 12: 2015 Kia Soul EV 15 minute interval meter data 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In both cases presented with Tesla and Kia, while the customer may indicate that they charge at a specific time, 
charging is largely based on need. There is also variability in charging events dependent on battery capacity and daily 
driving distance. These two variables will largely dictate how often a customer needs to charge. In the example of 
Tesla, this customer may have a shorter daily drive distance and therefore doesn’t need to charge as often.  

In addition, some customers may choose to charge their vehicle more frequently when they have a relatively high state 
of charge (SOC). For instance, some customers may prefer to plug in their vehicle every night even though their SOC 
may be sufficient for the next day’s drive. 
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eGauge 

In addition to placing 80 percent of rebate customers on interval metering data, PSE also analyzed a subset of 38 
customers on an eGauge data-logger. This allowed PSE to directly see charging events and whole house load.  

Results from the eGauge data-logger are shown in Figure 13, which shows data from a customer with a 2013 Nissan 
Leaf. This depicts the actual charging events and how the whole house load aligns. In the timeframe shown below, the 
customer charges every day, and it appears to occur around the midnight hour. 

Figure 13: 2013 Nissan Leaf charging data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alignment with 15-minute meter data 

The 15-minute interval data and eGauge data were collected on separate systems, but in terms of data integrity, it was 
important to understand whether the data sources align. PSE was able to pull customer data from both interval 
metering and eGauge for comparison. Figure 14 reveals that the data for the charger and whole house essentially 
align between different sources when viewed as a visual representation.  

This information was used in a later exercise (described in technology evaluation section, page 28) to determine 
whether the eGauge data, with known charge events, could be used as an analytical correlation measure to PSE’s 
metering systems to detect charging. As shown in the technology evaluation section, DataRaker and PSE were not 
able to correlate the charging events with enough accuracy to use in future programs. 
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Figure 14: 2015 Tesla Model S charging data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVs and solar generation 

This section considers how EV charging compares to renewable generation on an individual basis. To understand the 
alignment and impact of renewable generation on an individual level, a customer’s eGauge data was viewed in times 
of peak solar output (June through July) and in times of peak demand (December through January). Time periods 
were selected from June because it contains the longest day of the year, and so can be a period of high solar 
production. Time periods were selected from December because it contains the shortest day of the year, and can 
contain PSE’s peak loads of the year. This is a simple analysis to simply examine coincidence between solar 
generation and EV charging based on average curves. To analyze the potential ability of EVs to help integrate solar or 
other renewables, significant additional data and analysis would be required. Also important to remember is that 
analysis on EV use for renewable integration is largely hypothetical today. Real-world experience needs to be gained 
with scheduling charging to develop a complete understanding of the ability of EV charging to integrate renewable 
energy at scale. 

Figure 15 demonstrates an example of how a customer’s charging behavior aligns with solar generation in June 2016. 
This period was chosen because it had reliable solar output each day, and so is illustrative of what can happen during 
extended periods of daily sun. In this example, this customer charges their EV during times of solar generation, 
therefore off-setting the charging load. However because EV charging often occurs when it is needed, rather than 
planned, not all charging takes place during daytime solar generation hours. 
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Figure 15: June solar generation with EV charging (Chevy Volt) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The same customer’s charging and solar generation is also shown during the winter months in Figure 16. The days 
were selected to be indicative of inconsistent solar generation throughout a winter day. Solar generation during winter 
is significantly less than summer generation, and can often be less consistent in the days and duration. In this case, 
there is less ability to align EV charging with solar generation, perhaps because there is less predictability around 
generation timing. 

Figure 16: December solar generation with EV charging (Chevy Volt) 
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Multiple EVs in one home 
Several customers with eGauge data-loggers installed owned multiple EVs. This provides a useful comparison to 
determine how charging might happen in an individual house when there are multiple EVs. While the sample size is 
small, this qualitative comparison can provide some indication of how much variability there can be in driving and 
charging patterns between different EV drivers. Where there were multiple EVs in the same home, a separate data-
logger channel was used for each EV to allow charging patterns to be examined individually. While not monitored 
specifically to determine if each vehicle was using the same charger every time, it is believed that this is likely the 
case.  

Analysis of the charging and whole house load data from a three day period during June 2016 clearly indicates 
significant peaks in electricity use caused by the EVs. This data is shown in Figure 17. However, the two EVs at this 
home only charged at the same time a few times during this period, and often charged at different times. This is due to 
driver behavior and indicates that different members of the same household have different use patterns for EVs. 

Figure 17: Multiple EVs in one residence 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition to owning multiple EVs, the customer shown in Figure 17 above also had a solar installation at their 
residence. If the solar system was generating at the same time that customers charged the EVs, it could offset some of 
their demand from EV charging. In Figure 18, the total load from EV charging is shown compared against the solar 
generation from this customer. For this time period, some of the EV charging is off-set by solar generation; however, it 
does not align on a consistent basis. In addition, the peaks from EV charging are far greater than the kWh from solar 
generation, which causes the spiked shape shown in the graphic. 
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Figure 18: Multiple EVs in one residence + solar generation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Of particular importance is the size of the additional load that multiple EVs can create. In this case, multiple EVs 
charging at once would create a peak higher than the normal peak load of this customer’s home without the EVs being 
charged. Even given use pattern diversity, programs that caused multiple EVs to start charging at the same time could 
simply move the peak from the current time to another time. On a system-wide basis, this may not be a problem at this 
time given the relatively low number of EVs, the observed diversity of their charging and their energy use as compared 
to the overall system needs. However, on a localized basis, causing EVs to all charge during an off-peak period may 
not be sufficient, as high enough penetration could simply create another peak outside of the normal on-peak times. 

System-wide basis 

This section compares PSE’s normal system loads and generation of renewable generation resources with the 
charging behavior of EVs. This comparison allows a determination of whether EVs will contribute to times of peak 
electrical demand on PSE’s system and whether EV charging is coincident with periods of high renewable generation 
on PSE’s system. This analysis is directional in nature, as opposed to definitive.  It uses average load curves from the 
EV load profiling, as well as average model resource renewable generation shapes from PSE’s 2017 Integrated 
Resources Plan (IRP). Actual performance and coincidence of EV charging with renewable resources is likely to be 
more variable than the analysis here, which is only based on averages. As PSE improves its data over time about both 
EV charging and distributed renewable generation, additional analyses will be possible.  

A detailed discussion of the development of the average EV load profiles is included in Appendix F.  

Coincidence with times of peak demand could require PSE to build additional generation or distribution system assets. 
Coincidence with times of high renewable generation could help manage renewable energy on the system by providing 
a new use for energy during the times of highest generation. 
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Charging coincidence with system loads 
Hourly load forecasts for PSE’s system were used to form a comparison to system loads. This load forecast is 
considered normal based on historical data and is used in the IRP to identify the shape of the energy that will need to 
be delivered. For this analysis, the 2018 system loads from the IRP were considered. This analysis is illustrative. A 
more rigorous analysis compared to PSE’s measured loads over the 12 months ending in June 2017 is included in the 
load profiling report (Appendix F). 

PSE’s system load changes throughout the year based on customer demand. In general, PSE’s system loads are 
highest in the morning and evening during the winter months. System loads are generally lower in the summer, but 
have the highest load each day in the evening.   

The following graphs show the forecast 2018 system load and the average EV residential charging shapes in winter, 
represented by the December average, and summer, represented by the June average. These months were chosen to 
represent summer and winter because December is often the time of PSE’s peak demand and June contains the 
longest day of the year, which will be important in the next section to discuss coincidence with renewable energy. 

Figure 19: Forecast system loan compared to average EV residential charging shape – December 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20: Forecast system load compared to average EV residential charging shape – June  
  

Load 
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Both analyses show that average residential EV charging will contribute to the average evening peak load hours. The 
exact amount each day is likely to vary from this analysis using a monthly average of loads and residential charging, 
but on the whole, there is likely to be a contribution. It is important to keep the amount of potential addition to peak in 
perspective. For the estimated 13,140 EVs in PSE’s electric service territory, their average contribution to peak in 
December of approximately 0.8 kilowatt (kW) per EV is only 9.6 megawatt (MW). The maximum peak shown by EVs 
during the study period was 19.6 MW, but it did not coincide with PSE’s system peak during the same period. In the 
2017 IRP, PSE analyzed the potential impacts on PSE’s generation portfolio of a significant penetration of EVs. A 
more detailed analysis of the customer charging data, as compared to PSE’s actual loads, is included in Appendix F. 

Solar generation coincidence with charging 
PSE has identified the potential use of EVs to help integrate variable renewable energy sources as an area of great 
interest. While the total load available from EVs is small today, understanding how EV charging could be used to 
support variable renewable energy is important as the amount of variable renewable energy generation and the 
number of EVs grow in the future. 

The first step in considering how EVs could support variable renewable generation sources is examining the natural 
coincidence of unmanaged charging with renewable energy generation. This section compares solar energy 
generation with Level 2 residential EV charging. The generic solar generation shape used in the 2017 IRP and the 
average residential EV charging shape are used for the comparison. 

This comparison indicates that in the winter, the average peak for unmanaged residential EV charging takes place 
after solar production has fallen off for the day. In summer, more of the residential charging takes place during the 
hours of solar output; however, the peak of residential charging need occurs after the solar output has fallen off for the 
day. 

While this considers charging and solar output on an average basis, the actual charging and solar output on a day to 
day basis can vary considerably. It is also important to keep in perspective the relatively small amount of energy 
required for EV charging versus the output of large solar facilities as modeled in the IRP. The addition of new solar 
resources would increase the annual renewable energy generation, which could supply sufficient renewable energy to 
cover the added load of electric vehicles. 

Figure 21: Solar output compared to average EV residential charging shape – December 
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Figure 22: Solar output compared to average EV residential charging shape – June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
EVs and wind generation 
The average residential EV charging profile was compared to the average hourly output of generic wind resources in 
Washington and Montana, which was used in the 2017 IRP. The average outputs for these wind resources in 
December and June are shown below, as compared to the average residential EV charging profile in the same 
months. As can be observed in the charts, there is little correlation between the EV charging and the wind output. 
 
As with solar, it is important to consider that these are monthly averages. Hourly changes can vary more significantly, 
as actual wind generation is variable from hour to hour and EV charging can vary each day and hour. As with solar, the 
annual output of new wind renewable resources is significantly larger than the added load of electric vehicles today. 

Figure 23: Washington wind output compared to average EV residential charging shape – December 
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Figure 24: Washington wind output compared to average EV residential charging shape – June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Montana wind output compared to average EV residential charging shape – December 
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Figure 26: Montana wind output compared to average EV residential charging shape – June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPACTS 

This section outlines some of the high level impacts to PSE as EV adoption continues. This is in consideration with 
system wide loads and also in specific areas throughout PSE’s territory. 

System loads 

As was shown in the previous section, EV charging peaks at a time coincident with the evening peak load on PSE’s 
system.  

At the current time this impact is small, with a peak charging demand of 9.9 MW on the average weekday, which is 
only 0.3 percent of the residential customer class peak. Over time however, introduction of a significant number of EVs 
without managed charging could increase this peak load, which would result in the need for new resources. EV load 
was modeled as a sensitivity in PSE’s 2017 IRP and the report found that over time, uncontrolled charging of EVs 
could result in both additional renewables and additional peaking resources. 

EV distribution throughout service territory 

In addition to the overall system load, it is also important to consider specific areas of higher concentration EVs 
throughout PSE’s service territory. This becomes important because as more EVs are located in one area, the load 
could potentially overload circuits.  

The overall distribution of electric vehicles throughout the state (as of June 2017) is shown in Figure 27. This is 
presented by zip code, where a lower number of registered EVs are in green and a higher number are in red. Figure 
27 is based on Washington State Department of Licensing (DOL)/ Washington State Department of Transportation 
(WSDOT) vehicle registration data. 
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Figure 27: Heat map of registered vehicles in WA State as of June 2017 

 

The heat map in Figure 28 measures distribution of the rebate applications throughout PSE’s service territory by 
number of records. For example, zip code 98052 has 151 records. During the rebate program, there was a higher 
concentration of program participation in east King County and the surrounding area. This is depicted by the higher 
concentration in dark blue. 

The heat map measures the penetration of PSE’s rebate program by zip code.  

Figure 28: Heat map of approved rebate applications 
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Figure 29 looks at the program enrollment as compared to electric vehicles in a particular area. This map uses PSE 
rebate program data and overlays it with DOL June 2017 EV registration data. Within a given zip code, if there are 10 
total EV registrations in the DOL data and if the same zip code has 3 PSE rebate participants in the pilot program, then 
that zip code’s penetration is 30 percent. 

This illustrates the propensity of a customer to take part in PSE’s program based on their location. It also illuminates 
whether PSE’s records of EVs based on program participation are an actual reflection of vehicles on the roadway. In 
this case, while there are more vehicles registered in east King County, the propensity for participation in PSE’s rebate 
program is lower. This could indicate that PSE is not capturing the total number of vehicles based on program data. 
The highest concentration of participation is around the Bellingham area and some outlying areas around Ellensburg. 

Figure 29: Concentration of EVs in PSE program against DOL data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION 

From the previous sections, PSE was able to better understand the types of vehicles, load shapes, timing of charging 
and concentrated location penetration. This exercise provided valuable information about EVs throughout PSE’s 
service territory. In addition to gathering the data, PSE wanted to verify when customers charge their EVs as part of 
managing the increase in energy demand as EVs become more popular. The opportunities to verify and manage when 
vehicles are charging exist through several technologies and have been demonstrated by other utilities. 

In 2016 and 2017, PSE assessed various technology platforms that could be used for verifying such an EV charging 
management program. PSE identified five approaches to measure and verify EV charging behavior. These include:   

 Advanced metering infrastructure/automatic meter reading (AMI/AMR) load disaggregation 
 Smart chargers 
 The Open Vehicle Grid Integration Platform (OVGIP)  
 Car telemetry 
 Self-reporting 

At this point in time, smart charging has emerged as the most reliable alternative because it provides PSE visibility into 
residential charging events, gives PSE control over the data and provides a service to the customer (ability to charge 
at home) in addition to monitoring charging events.  
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Table 3 summarizes PSE’s overall qualitative assessment of the four direct-verification mechanisms. PSE assessed 
each verification pathway against technology effectiveness, cost, scalability and program risk. 

Table 3: Charging detection technology pathway assessment 

 

The following section discusses the different verification methods in more detail. First, verification using AMI and AMR 
meter data is discussed, and then verification using smart charging and the availability of smart charging is discussed. 
These analyses are followed by an overview of additional verification methodology including OVGIP, vehicle telemetry, 
and self-reporting verification methods. 

AMR/AMI data 

PSE used meter data to collect customer load information throughout the rebate program. PSE’s metering system was 
also explored as a potential method for detecting charging events. PSE analyzed whether the load associated with 
charging could be deciphered from the overall house load through the existing metering system. This section describes 
the analytics PSE investigated through the current metering data. 

Daily meter reads 

As discussed previously, the daily read method is an initial screen that can be used to look for significant variances in 
energy use over time. Analysis showed that for some customers, the addition of an EV made a clear impact on their 
energy use as measured on a daily basis. For other customers, the impact was not apparent. Across the sample of 13 
customers, five customers had a clear and consistent increase in the amount of energy they used. 
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Based on this level of precision, it was found that using the daily electric use data did not provide an accurate enough 
test to measure both whether a customer had purchased an EV and the amount of energy it used. While the addition 
of an EV presents a potentially large load, other variables in energy use make it difficult to assign particular changes in 
load to EVs. For example, customers may have a change in the size of their household, install energy efficiency 
measures or have a job schedule change, all of which would affect their energy use. Furthermore, the data revealed 
that some customers did not drive their EV long distances each day and therefore did not need to fully charge their 
vehicle. This would lead to only a small increase in electric use, which would be difficult to differentiate from other 
uses. 

15-minute meter reads 

PSE and Oracle used 15-minute data to determine if a methodology could be developed that could determine which 
customers had EVs and when they were charging. The project initially started by using the 15-minute whole house 
data of customers enrolled in the program to determine if charging events could be reliably identified based on this 
data. These events were cross referenced with eGauge charging data directly logged from the customer’s charger. 
These customers are known to have EVs and the time at which they charge is known based on the measurements of 
the eGauge data, so different methodologies could be tested for accuracy in identifying charging events. If a highly 
accurate methodology was developed using this smaller group of customers, the methodology could be tested across 
a larger set of customers to determine if the methodology could be broadly applied. 

To develop a methodology to identify charging events, the team considered several potential identification factors of 
the load shape of EV charging. These are the increased load at the start of charging, the dropping load at the end of 
charging and the length of the charging event. To identify the start and stop of a charging event based solely on the 
15-minute whole house meter data, the amount of change in load from one 15-minute period to the next 15-minute 
period was calculated. This method identifies the amount of load changes in a short period. Because of the size of the 
increase in load from EVs when charging, typically 3 kW to 7 kW, this will result in a large change in load in a short 
period. This method clearly identifies significant changes in load. 

Figure 30: Charging general load shape from meter data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Because different EVs have different size batteries and chargers, a threshold was set for each type of vehicle based 
on its charger size to establish a screen that could differentiate EV charging from other household uses. For example, 
a vehicle that charges at 3.3 kW could be expected to show a change of up to 0.825 kWh use over a 15-minute period. 
These screening levels were established to identify changes in load that were large enough that they might be 
charging events based on the type of vehicle. 
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These screens were then applied to the dataset of the change in load over 15-minute periods for each of the 
customers who had eGauge data-loggers installed (known charging events). The results identified times of increased 
load for each customer. These times of increased load were compared to the actual charging events as recorded by 
the eGauge data-loggers. 

In comparing the times of load changes in whole house meters to the actual charging times, it was found that the 
change in load identified the charging event less than half of the time. Table 4 shows the number of false detections 
that occurred in the research rounds. The correct detection was when the algorithm correctly identified a charging 
event, and false detection was when the algorithm did not detect a known charging event. The precision average is 
defined as the percentage overlap (“correct”) between the known number of charging events and those detected, 
divided by the duration of the charging event.  

It was determined that the accuracy of this methodology was insufficient to be considered a reliable method to identify 
charging events.  

Table 4: AMI detection and false positives 

Round Total Detected Correct Detection 
Correct 

(percent) 
False Detection 

Precision Average 

(percent) 

1 6337 2786 44 percent 3551 79 percent 

2 8078 3023 37 percent 5055 76 percent 

3 2025 949 47 percent 1076 88 percent 

4 5387 2247 42 percent 3140 80 percent 

5 4121 1400 34 percent 2721 80 percent 

6 7363 2578 35 percent 4785 75 percent 

7 15783 3442 22 percent 12341 62 percent 

 

Smart chargers 

For this report, PSE defines smart chargers as EV charging stations that provide several advanced features, including 
the ability to monitor and send EV charge event statistics to the utility. Smart chargers are generally compatible with all 
popular EV brands and have a robust data collection and transmission system. However, smart chargers are a fixed 
asset and limited to detecting charge events that occur at their location. External charge events or charging at public 
stations or chargers on other networks will be undetectable. 

Request for information process 

To better understand what smart chargers are available, their capabilities and current pricing, PSE issued a Request 
for Information (RFI) for EV chargers in August 2016. The RFI, a copy of which is included in Appendix E, was issued 
to 29 companies identified through discussion with the vendors and with other utilities who were likely to offer smart 
chargers or smart charging services. The RFI covered all aspects of available chargers, including hardware, software, 
customer experience, customer support and pricing in order to compare products from different vendors on a 
contemporaneous basis. For the RFI, PSE asked about Level 2 chargers and DCFC. 
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Twenty vendors responded to the RFI with varied responses. Some vendors who responded only offered charging 
hardware, some only offered charging software and some offered network services. There were, however, some 
responses from vendors who offered a broad suite of hardware, software and services. A summary of the responses 
by services provided is shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Summary of responses 

  
Number of Company 

Responses 

Residential Level 2 3 

Commercial/Public Level 2 15 

DC Fast Chargers 9 

Network/ Software Only 3 

 

Respondents to the RFI were given the option to provide PSE with a mutual non-disclosure agreement and to mark 
some or all of their responses as confidential. Some respondents did sign the non-disclosure agreement. As such, 
analysis in this document is provided on an aggregated basis to provide information on the responses, but to prevent 
disclosing confidential information. 

Charging hardware 

As shown by the summary, there are a number of companies providing smart charging hardware for Level 2 or DCFC. 
For Level 2 chargers, they may be sold directly by the manufacturer, through a distributor or directly via a retailer. In 
general, both smart and non-smart Level 2 chargers are commonly available. Many manufacturers offer a variety of 
alternating current (AC) Level 2 chargers that might differ in their smart charging features, as well as exposure rating 
(indoor versus outdoor), and their intended use (residential settings, fleet settings and public settings). Some 
manufacturers may distribute chargers intended for different purposes through different channels. 

DCFC are most commonly provided directly through the manufacturer or distributor. This equipment is also generally 
available, though it may require being built to order resulting in a longer lead time than that for a Level 2 charger. 

Charging software 

Several types of charging software were included in the RFI responses. The first type was the software included in the 
charging stations as part of networked smart chargers. This software provides basic functionality to the chargers and 
can communicate with the manufacturer to report on charger status, maintenance needs or other functional 
specifications. This software is typically supplied by and supported by the charger manufacturer. 

The second type of software is that of networks. These networks provide functionality across a group of chargers using 
a common interface. Some of the networks were provided by the charger manufacturers, while others were provided 
by companies that provide only the network. Different networks had different functionality. Available functionality might 
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include status monitoring for chargers, the ability to control charging levels and the ability to accept payment for 
charging. 

Charging services 

Some RFI respondents also included examples of services they could provide, such as installation or maintenance. 
Because these were not specifically requested in the RFI, responses varied. These responses were not evaluated for 
a like-for-like comparison because there was no industry standard to which they could be compared. 

Equipment capability 

Residential smart chargers are EV charging stations that provide several advanced features, including the ability to 
monitor and send EV charge event statistics to the utility, start and stop charging, and in some cases change the rate 
of charging. Smart chargers are generally compatible with all popular EV brands, and have a robust data collection 
and transmission system. 

Pricing  

Pricing was evaluated for AC Level 2 hardware, DCFC hardware and network software. Because there were different 
types of hardware included, in particular AC Level 2, a set of networked or smart chargers with the most similar 
functionality was used for benchmarking. Where a manufacturer only provided hardware with several charging ports, a 
per-port value was used for the Level 2 chargers. Other features that were priced separately, such as cord retraction 
mechanisms, were not included. For DCFC, most chargers included had 2 charging ports, so the unit price for the 
entire DCFC was included. 

Table 6: Summary of prices in RFI as of August 2016 

  
Level 2  

(per Port) 

DC Fast Chargers  

(2 Ports) 

Annual Network Fee  

(Per Port) 

Maximum $4,700  $64,000  $460  

Minimum $799  $20,000  $119  

Average $2,018  $37,950  $260  

Number Responses 13 5 12 

 

There is significant variation in pricing across all levels of chargers and network services. This analysis does not 
differentiate between features in specific smart chargers, so variation in pricing may be related to features or could be 
related to markets. However, all chargers considered were reported to have some basic load control functionality, so 
the range of prices can be used to consider what costs would be required to implement smart charging. 

Open Vehicle-Grid Integration Platform  

The Open Vehicle-Grid Integration Platform (OVGIP) is a software application that enables EV and charging 
infrastructure management. OVGIP is a joint utility industry and automotive industry initiative that has been led by the 
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) since its inception in late 2012. OVGIP has several benefits, including the 
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robust ability to detect charge events both at the home and at public charging stations and a no-installation and hassle-
free user experience. The integrated platform offered by OVGIP is still under development, and one of the primary 
limitations is the wide scale adoption by key auto manufacturers and utilities. 

Car telemetry  

Car telemetry involves the use of a physical device that plugs into a vehicle’s monitoring system for monitoring a wide 
range of activities and statistics, including EV charge events. PSE has been in contact with manufacturers of car 
telemetry devices for EVs. Like OVGIP, telemetry devices would be able to monitor charging activity both within the 
home and outside the home. However, there are concerns about the overall cost if the technology was deployed at 
scale and the long term viability of the service offering. 

Self-reporting 

In addition to the direct measurement methods mentioned above, PSE is also considering self-reporting as another 
option to assess compliance with an EV load management program. Participants will be periodically asked about their 
charging behavior and their level of compliance. 

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK AND RESEARCH 

PSE solicited customer feedback during the rebate program in order to understand customer satisfaction as well as 
learn more about customer behavior around EVs. 

Driving behaviors 

In addition to understanding more about customers’ overall satisfaction, PSE also wanted to learn more about driving 
behaviors after customers had owned their vehicles for a period of time. PSE conducted customer surveys in early 
2017 to learn more about these behaviors. As shown in Figure 31, the majority of customers indicated they drive less 
than 50 miles per day. In their rebate applications, customers estimated a similar pattern for their driving behavior, with 
the majority estimating they would drive less than 50 miles per day. 

Figure 31: Estimated number of miles driven per day 
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As shown in Figure 32, 62 percent of customers reported that they charge their EVs between 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. These 
findings are similar to customers’ responses on the rebate application, which indicated planned charging to occur was 
predominately from 5 p.m. through 8 p.m. In addition, 70 percent of customers reported they typically do not schedule 
a specific charging time. 

Figure 32: Estimated charging start time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In addition to gathering feedback about driving and charging behavior, PSE also collected information about attitudes 
and perceived barriers to EVs. The key points from this customer survey discovered the following:  

• A majority of customers do not think there is enough information about EVs.  
• Internet research and word-of-mouth are the primary methods for finding information. 
• Approximately half of rebate customers use public charging, with location and speed being the most sought 

after features.  
• Top barriers to driving an EV include not enough public charging, taking too long to charge and not being able 

to drive far enough. 
 

Figure 33: Ways customers find information about EVs 
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Figure 34: Barriers customers have experienced in driving an EV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVs in PSE’s territory 

In addition to the customer satisfaction survey with rebate participants, PSE also conducted a survey with a third-party 
vendor, PlugInsights, to understand EV drivers more broadly. Because the rebate program only included EV drivers 
that had a Level 2 home charger, PSE conducted a survey with PlugInsights focused on a wider audience throughout 
PSE’s service territory. PlugInsights maintains its own panel of EV drivers, and can therefore conduct research through 
this channel.  

The general goals of this survey were to better understand the incidence of Level 1 versus Level 2 home charging, as 
well as more information about customer attitudes towards EVs. Select graphics from the customer research are 
shown on the next page.  

• 70 percent of the sample has Level 2 home charging. 26 percent are using a Level 1 charger, while four 
percent do not charge at home.  

• 93 percent of respondents charge between 5 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
• Most do not schedule a specific charging time. 
• Customers charge in public 2-4 times per month on average. 
• Drivers with hybrid or smaller battery capacity vehicles use public charging more often. 
• Location and speed are the most important public charging features.  
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Figure 35 and 36: Percentage of EVs by own/lease and purchased new/used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 37: Primary type of home charging used 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Types of public charging used, excluding workplace 
Figure 36: Primary type of home charging used 

 

Figure 38: Types of public used, excluding workplace 
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Figure 39: Where do you typically charge in public? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

The EVCI program was a critical tool to gather information about EV customers in PSE’s service territory. It not only 
helped support EV adoption throughout western Washington, but also provided PSE with important data around 
charging patterns and behaviors, impacts to load, technology evaluation and ways that PSE can support its customers 
in the future. This section describes what was learned from the program and how PSE could support market growth 
with programs in the future. 

Background on consumer awareness 

PSE conducted customer research to better understand customer needs and market barriers continuously throughout 
the program. This involved both quantitative (surveys) and qualitative (interviews, focus groups) research methods, 
which provided important data points and better servicing for customers.  

One area to highlight is the ability to find information about EVs. In surveys, customers overwhelmingly felt that there is 
not enough information around EVs. In qualitative research, customers described the exhaustive process they went 
through to find information and that it was often difficult to find consistent information from different sources. 
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Figure 40: In your experience, has there been enough public information about electric vehicles? 
 

 
 
PSE also conducted focus groups with current EV drivers, as well as those considering an EV purchase in the next 5 
years. These focus groups were conducted with customers in PSE’s service territory, and repeated themes around 
information were revealed.   

1. Customers place value in family, friends, and trusted (un-biased) resources. 

2. Ride and Drives and electric vehicle events promoted by dealerships were well received and desirable. 

3. There were repeated questions about the total cost of ownership and what the trade-off is between a 
conventional and an EV. Customers liked the idea of tools or calculators. 

Outside of customer research, PSE worked with automotive dealerships throughout our service territory. For 
customers, this is the primary method for purchasing a vehicle and the front line to receive information. Often the 
customer experience at dealerships can be a mixed experience and the information provided can be fragmented. PSE 
also found that dealerships have a high turnover of sales staff which can inhibit consistency. 

Charging services 

Customers generally had a positive association with the EVCI rebate program, and commented on PSE’s support of 
electric vehicles and charging. Among barriers that customers face in driving an electric vehicle, the top are not being 
able to drive far enough, not enough public charging and charging takes too long.  

Customer research around charging found that location repeatedly becomes the most important attribute. This 
corresponds with customer desire for convenience in charging. Predominantly, vehicle charging occurs where the 
vehicle is parked overnight, which is the most convenient location. Customers have said they typically charge at public 
locations one to three times per month. When charging elsewhere, customers want to go to public places that are well 
sited and have access to amenities if the vehicle will be parked for longer than 30 minutes.  

The available amount of charging away from home is also something customers believe is a barrier. Approximately 80 
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percent of customers stated that the quantity of public charging was average or below in meeting their needs.   

Figure 41: In your experience, how would you rate the quantity of public chargers in meeting your needs? 
 

 
 

Customers also sited that the main barrier to the reliability of the public charging network is around the convenience of 
charging locations. Other barriers include long wait times due to inadequate handle availability, not being able to 
access charging and the cost. 

Figure 42: What have been the biggest issues with public charging reliability? 
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Lastly, many customers commented on the ability to pay for charging with network cards. In many cases, customers 
carry more than three different network cards and need to have different payment methods for each. Many customers 
commented they would prefer to utilize one unified payment method at all charging stations. 

Managed charging 

One of the goals of the pilot program was to identify means to shift the time at which customers charge their EVs, in 
order to avoid increasing the amount of charging that occurs at times of peak electricity demand. EVs could play a 
similar role to the charging of energy storage systems, providing a flexible resource that can be scheduled and ramped 
to provide balance on the system and charging during times of low system prices or demand. Eventually, vehicles may 
become energy storage resources through vehicle-to-grid technology, though for this discussion PSE focuses solely 
on controlling the time of charge. Technology has continued to evolve during the course of the pilot, with new 
technologies to control or time charging becoming available through both chargers and EVs. This is an area of 
continued development by many parties, including auto manufacturers, utilities and charging station manufacturers. 
Based on the progress during the time of this pilot, technology evolution will continue. 

The evolution of this type of control will be based around different use cases and system needs. The simplest case is 
moving charging to off peak periods to reduce costs for additional generating resources and to avoid periods of 
typically high priced power. Some utilities are already trying to influence customer behavior in this way through rate 
structures including time of use rates and tiered rates. The more complicated case is to schedule the time of charging 
outside of peak periods, so that the flexible load of the EV charging could be used to absorb energy at times of high 
renewables demand or at times of low power prices or to meet ramping needs. This has been called “filling the belly of 
the duck”, especially in reference to high amounts of solar generation during the day in California, which is referred to 
as the duck curve4. Finally, the most complicated case is for vehicles to interact in real time. This has been piloted by 
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), BMW, and the California Independent System Operator (ISO)5. 

In using managed charging to meet these use cases, there are also important factors including the number of vehicles 
plugged in at any given point in time, the location of those vehicles and the amount of uncharged battery available. If 
controlled charging of the vehicles is being used to minimize peak demand and power cost in wholesale power 
transactions, a large number of vehicles with significant storage space in their batteries may be required. If controlled 
charging is used to absorb additional energy during periods of high renewable generation on local circuits to help 
maintain voltage control, the number of vehicles and time at which they are needed to charge may be quite different. 

To determine how best to optimize controlled charging, additional experience with controlling the charging and testing 
of use cases will be required. Similar work is already underway around stationary energy storage to develop and test 
use cases at the different levels of the grid system6. There are, however, some important differences in vehicles as 
they are not always connected to the grid, when they are connected it is likely to be at different locations, and their 
battery state of charge (i.e., how much power they can absorb) will not be predictable when they do plug in. 

In being able to achieve the use case, it is also important to consider how the charging will be controlled, by whom and 
how. At the current time, controlled charging is in its early development and a single model has not yet emerged7.  

Who makes the decision to control the charging can also vary, which can lead to split incentives. A driver may choose 
to control charging to avoid demand charges, a network of charging stations may choose to control charging to 

                                                
4 Regulatory Assistance Project  
5 BMW Charge Forward Project 
6 Washington Clean Energy Fund 
7 SEPA, The Case for Managed Charging 
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minimize energy prices in a time of use energy rate and a utility may choose to control charging to minimize wholesale 
energy cost or to absorb excess renewables. In considering designs to control charging, it is important to ensure that 
the program will cause charging to occur at the optimal time based on the use case or cases it is designed around, 
including the scale (generation, transmission or distribution) that it is trying to address. 

Control of charging and integration with utility systems is an area of ongoing research.  In this pilot program, PSE has 
evaluated uncontrolled charging and the options to manage and measure controlled charging. This pilot program has 
shown that residential EV charging load is coincident with PSE’s evening peak demand for electricity. While this impact 
is small today, it could be significant over time, as was evaluated in the 2017 IRP. 

To mitigate future peak impacts and integrate EV charging with times of lowest power cost and renewables, additional 
work will be required to prove technology performance and customer receptiveness to managing times of charging. At 
the current time, industry experience in this area has been limited to a few pilots. Given the potential for long term peak 
impact, PSE should continue pursuing methods to shift charging to off-peak times.   

NEXT STEPS 

PSE’s EVCI program was well received by customers and provided PSE with valuable information on how to plan for 
transportation electrification in our service territory. Adoption of EVs continues to increase in our region and will likely 
continue as more vehicle offerings come to the market.  

The results from the rebate program will help to inform PSE and other stakeholders around how utilities can support 
transportation electrification in future offerings.   
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Terminology and charging levels 

AC Level 1 

AC Level 1 charging, commonly known as Level 1 charging, is based on the same power as is commonly found in 
outlets in homes and businesses. This level charges at 120 volts (V) alternating current, and amperages up to 20 
amps, but typically has a power level of 10 to 15 amps. Specific chargers exist in some cases, but commonly the 
charging equipment used is a portable cord that plugs into a standard wall outlet. Applications typically charge at about 
1 kilowatt of power, which would put about 3 miles of electric range into an electric car for each hour of charging. 

For AC Level 1 charging, the power supplied to the EV is alternating current. The rectifier to convert it to direct current 
that can be stored in vehicle batteries is contained on the vehicle. 

While an AC Level 1 charger may be plugged directly into a wall socket, it typically includes a connector common with 
AC Level 2. This connector, the J1772 standard from the Society of Automotive Engineers, is common across nearly 
all EVs. 

AC Level 2 

AC Level 2 charging, commonly known as Level 2 charging, operates at a higher voltage and power than Level 1 
charging. The current standard allows 208 to 240 volts at power levels up to 80 amps, though the most common is 15 
or 30 amps. These chargers are typically installed as hardwired on dedicated circuits, though in some cases chargers 
will use 240V outlets to plug in and simply mount the charger to the wall. The most common configuration of these 
chargers allows 6.6 kilowatt of power, which puts about 20 miles of electric range into an electric car for each hour of 
charging. 

Level 2 chargers are sold in both networked and non-networked configurations. Networked chargers typically have a 
communications device installed, such as a Wi-Fi connection or cellular modem. These devices allow the chargers to 
be connected to software over a network, which allows the status of the chargers to be monitored and in some cases, 
are used for payment authorization and connection to public facing software. 

For AC Level 2 charging, as with AC Level 1 charging, the power supplied to the vehicle is alternating current. The 
rectifier to convert the alternating current to direct current that can be stored in batteries on the vehicle is performed by 
the vehicle. 

Nearly all AC Level 2 charging uses the J1772 connector to connect the charger to the vehicle. 

DC Fast Charging 

DCFC, occasionally called Level 3 charging, provides high power direct current to the vehicle. This direct current can 
be used to charge the batteries, though a DC-DC power converter may be required to set it to the right voltage for use 
on the vehicle. The rectifier to convert alternating current provided by the utility to direct current is housed on or near 
the charger body. 

There are currently three major types of connectors being used for DCFC in the United States. The CHAdeMO 
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connector currently supports power of up to about 60 kW, though a higher powered version is currently in 
development. The Tesla Supercharger network supports power of up to 120 kW. The Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) CCS connector is capable of supporting up to 150 kW, though most applications to-date have been at 50 kW. 
All of the major connectors are working on higher powered versions to support faster vehicle charging in the future. 
Vehicle manufacturers will typically choose one connector to include on their vehicle. Charger manufacturers may offer 
one or multiple different connectors on a single charger. 

The high power of DCFC requires permanent installations that are wired in to an electrical panel. Typically, the power 
conversion equipment and charger are placed outdoors on concrete pads designed to support them. 

Smart charging 

Smart charging is a term used to denote when the charging of vehicles is controlled in time, power or both. This control 
can be supplied by the vehicle or the charger. Some chargers can support the communications and control necessary 
to enable smart charging, however not all chargers support this functionality. Those charges will simply charge when 
an EV is plugged in to them. 
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APPENDIX B: Copy of rebate application 
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APPENDIX C: Order 01 in UE-140626 
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APPENDIX D: Results of survey at time of enrollment 
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APPENDIX E: Request for information
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APPENDIX F: Load profiling report 
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APPENDIX G: Updates to the CRAG 
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